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Overall, responses in this examination were of a low standard and responses to questions addressing 
AO1 Recalls Knowledge, indicates that there had been insufficient preparation for the theory exam. 
 
Of those questions attempted, candidates generally performed well on an item relating to health & 
safety issues and a question asking for the identification of different types of arch. A couple of 
candidates were able to give correct solutions to the applied mathematical questions concerning 
binomial theorem and integral calculus. 
 
Items related to Unit 308: Structural Mechanics were not well answered indicating that candidates 
either had not been prepared properly or they had yet to be taught the unit. 
 
Items related to Unit 309: Civil Engineering Technology, with the exception of questions relating to 
health & safety, were answered with minimal understanding being shown. 
 
Items related to Unit 311: Graphical Communication, including types of drawings, equipment used to 
complete drawings and BIM were presented with insufficient evidence. 
 
Items related to Unit 320: Further Mathematics for the Built Environment included some correct 
solutions but most candidates were unable to clearly define mathematical terms or complete 
calculations correctly. 
 
Centres need to prepare candidates appropriately for this exam. Units such as Structural Mechanics 
and Further Mathematics need to be taught appropriately and candidates need to give sufficient time 
to perform example calculations in preparation for the sitting of the exam. 
 
Centres are advised to revisit current handbooks, test specifications and previous papers to fine-tune 
the delivery of their programmes. 
 
Extended Response Question 
The Extended Response Question was not answered well by most candidates. Candidates were unable 
to explain the term effective length, produced poor section details or did not comment on the 
structural considerations in the design of a concrete cast in situ frame. As commented above, all 
targeted structural mechanics items were weakly answered and this item performed, with its structural 
analysis elements, no differently than the specifically targeted items of the unit. 


